Climate for Health Ambassador Pledge

As a Climate for Health Ambassador, I pledge to help people understand the links between climate and health, the spectrum and benefits of climate solutions, and opportunities to act, participate and advocate. I am empowered to inspire my colleagues, associations, the public, and policymakers on climate solutions that help protect the health of our families and communities now, and ensure a prosperous, just, and secure future.

**As a Climate for Health Ambassador, I will:**

- Take and report 5 or more Climate Ambassador actions per year. **Examples:**
  - Facilitate a conversation or give a presentation (lunch and learn, book club, conference session, community gathering etc.)
  - Submit an Op Ed (Opposite the Editorial page) or LTE (Letter to the Editor) to a newspaper or periodical of record;
  - Publish a blog post or thought piece encouraging health professionals to act on climate solutions;
  - Attend a local, state, or national candidate forum to raise climate action as a priority;
  - Participate in advocacy actions like rallies or other climate action events that arise in my state, city, and profession, or contacting elected officials.
- Be added to the private, online Mobilize platform and receive communications from ecoAmerica. Learn more about Mobilize [here](#).
- Be listed on the Climate for Health website by name, city, state.
- As much as I am able, prioritize voting in primary and general elections at all levels of government, and help others register to vote and get to the polls on election day.
- Ensure all actions taken as an Ambassador are conducted voluntarily and offer any Climate for Health presentations free of charge to audiences.

**To help facilitate Ambassador action opportunities, Climate for Health will:**

- Provide the slides from the training, and a customizable version of the Climate for Health Ambassador Training, inclusive of talking points and citations, for me to use in presentations, along with other supplemental resources and handouts.
- Host regular calls for all the Climate for Health Ambassadors.
- Invite you into a private online community of sharing and collaboration and resources to take action.
- Provide program updates via email and newsletter.
- Send me prospective opportunities to take action in my local community, and opportunities to present from interest expressed via the Climate for Health and partners websites.